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Sticky Note
This PDF was prepared from a scan of a bound reprint borrowed from Harold F. Greeney in September 2017; I am indebted to Harold for trusting me with this paper and for permitting me to disassemble it in order to increase the ease and accuracy of scanning.Most pages were scanned as 8-bit gray-scale images, at 300 dpi; pages with maps with fine print were scanned as 8-bit gray-scale images at 400 dpi; the frontispiece map and the cover page were scanned as 24-bit, full-cover images, the former at 400 dpi and the latter at 300 dpi. The images were then deskewed, centered, cleaned, and slightly darkened using Paint Shop Pro, version 7, running under Windows 7 Professional. The many instances of ink bleed (vertical streaks between adjacent letters) have mostly been left “as is”, there being no editing filter to automatically correct such noise.The final PDF was prepared by ABBYY FineReader, version 14, also running under Windows 7. The OCR layer has been assiduously edited; therefore, text searches, copying and indexing should be >99% accurate. However, this is a very dense text and although I have tried to make the OCR layer accurate, there may be errors; readers are advised to compare selected or copied text with the image layer (i.e. the paper “as published”).In the OCR layer:
•	American spelling is used; for example, “archaeological” is rendered as “archeological”;
•	“Zoöl” is rendered as “Zool”;
•	minor spelling corrections have been made, without annotation; for example, “Departmento” is rendered as “Departamento”;
•	instances of a non-restrictive “which” are preceded by a comma; for example, “… the Lumholtz expedition which was in Sonora territory …” is rendered as “the Lumholtz expedition, which was in Sonora territory”;
•	citations of the format “Peters 1929 b” are rendered as “Peters 1929b” (the paper uses both formats); in the many instances in which the “b” portion of the date spills onto the following line, the entire date (i.e. “1929b”) has been merged into a single line.
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